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---------------------- Opti Drive Control is a new user-friendly tool to verify the performance, quality, and reliability of optical drives and CDs. It can perform multiple independent tests on various media, and test single or multiple drives simultaneously. The user can choose to test read, write, and burn speeds, and also save the test results as a report file. The entire test sequence and
test results can be saved to a file and shared with other users through email. Opti Drive Control Features: -------------------------- * Test DVD-R, DVD-RW, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-R DL, DVD+R, DVD+RW, DVD+RW DL and Blu-ray drives * Test both the native and super-speed drives * The current disc status, i.e. good, bad, or calibration * Test both read and write speeds at
multiple data densities * Test the burn speed of your DVD/BD writer * Save test results as HTML reports and/or as CSV (text) * Easy operation, just press the START button to start the test, and the results will be saved automatically * Send the results by email for analysis by others * Test multiple drives at the same time, and adjust the number of drives and their operation

priority (priority 1, 2, 3) * Test one drive multiple times to reduce test time, if desired * Customize the drive speed range: LOW, MID or HIGH * Test the drive operation after a power failure and/or calibration * Customize the report style: text, tables, HTML, or CSV (text) * Test the CD/DVD disc status: good or bad * Run single and multiple tests as needed * Run a test without
user intervention * Available in both desktop and portable version * OSX and Windows version (32-bit and 64-bit) are available * The portable version is also available for Android and iOS devices Opti Drive Control Screenshots: -------------------------------- Opti Drive Control Portable Screenshots: Opti Drive Control Desktop Screenshots: Opti Drive Control Documentation:

--------------------------------- OptiDrive Control (ODC) is a standalone tool for the testing of optical disc drives (CD, DVD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+R, DVD+RW, BD, Blu-ray) and their associated discs. It has two user interfaces
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* Recognizes the first read or write to the disc * Recognizes the last read or write to the disc * Recognizes the first burn or re-read to the disc * Recognizes the last burn or re-read to the disc * Recognizes the first write to the empty disc * Recognizes the last write to the empty disc * Recognizes the last write to the original disc * Recognizes the first read of the original disc
* Recognizes the last read of the original disc * Recognizes the first write of the original disc * Recognizes the last write of the original disc * Recognizes the first read of the EOM area * Recognizes the last read of the EOM area * Recognizes the first write of the EOM area * Recognizes the last write of the EOM area * Recognizes the first burn of the EOM area * Recognizes the
last burn of the EOM area * Recognizes the first re-read of the EOM area * Recognizes the last re-read of the EOM area * Recognizes the first burn of the original disc * Recognizes the last burn of the original disc * Recognizes the first re-read of the original disc * Recognizes the last re-read of the original disc * Recognizes the first re-read of the EOM area * Recognizes the last

re-read of the EOM area * Recognizes the first read of the EOM area * Recognizes the last read of the EOM area * Recognizes the first write of the EOM area * Recognizes the last write of the EOM area * Recognizes the first read of the original disc * Recognizes the last read of the original disc * Recognizes the first write of the original disc * Recognizes the last write of the
original disc * Recognizes the first read of the EOM area * Recognizes the last read of the EOM area * Recognizes the first write of the EOM area * Recognizes the last 77a5ca646e
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0.2 **** Opti Drive Control is a multi-test benchmark program for optical drives and optical disc media.  It benchmarks read and write operations, and tests for disc defects and media errors. 0.3 **** Features: - Read test and write test: read and write test can be performed together, the order of the read and write tests are user defined, test and error can be saved and exported to a
CSV file - Support for NTFS, FAT, exFAT, exFAT, FAT32, exFAT, exFAT, exFAT, exFAT and exFAT, exFAT, exFAT, exFAT, exFAT, exFAT, exFAT and exFAT - Can test one or multiple discs at once - Can test up to 100 sectors of one disc or multiple discs at once - Can test tracks or sectors of multiple discs at once - Can save the tests to a CSV file - Can save the current
read/write state to a CSV file - Can save the read/write state to a CSV file for user and operator convenience - Can export the read/write state to CSV file - Test & Error report save to file with results - Supports the firmware upgrade using the MSR tool - Uses the USB port to perform the tests and saves the results to the local hard disk, eSATA port can also be used 0.4 ****
Supported Optical Drives: - Support optical discs with BD, DVD-RW, CD-RW, CD-R, DVD+RW, DVD+R, DVD+RW, DVD-RW, DVD-R, DVD+R, - Support Blue, Gold, and Silver discs - Support both DVD-5 and DVD-9 Supported Optical Discs: - Support BD-R, BD-RE, BD-R DL, BD-R DL, DVD-R DL, DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM - Support Blu-ray Combo, Blue-ray
Combo, DVD-RAM, DVD+RW, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-RW DL, and BD-RE - Support disc type: Data CD,

What's New in the Opti Drive Control?

What is new in this release: Version 1.2.0.7.20 Fixed bugs Version 1.2.0.7.20Opti Drive Control is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The program can be used to verify the performance, quality, and reliability of the burn and read functions of optical drives and discs. Test results will be saved as an HTML report and the graphs can be exported to
CSV which allows for detailed analysis with spreadsheets. Multi-test feature allows all functions to be run and saved without user intervention. What's new in version 1.2: Version 1.2.0.7.20Opti Drive Control is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The program can be used to verify the performance, quality, and reliability of the burn and read
functions of optical drives and discs. Test results will be saved as an HTML report and the graphs can be exported to CSV which allows for detailed analysis with spreadsheets. Opti Drive Control Description: What is new in this release: Version 1.2.0.7.20 Fixed bugs Version 1.2.0.7.20Opti Drive Control is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The
program can be used to verify the performance, quality, and reliability of the burn and read functions of optical drives and discs. Test results will be saved as an HTML report and the graphs can be exported to CSV which allows for detailed analysis with spreadsheets. With the multi-test feature, all functions can be run and saved without user intervention. What's new in version
1.2: Version 1.2.0.7.20Opti Drive Control is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The program can be used to verify the performance, quality, and reliability of the burn and read functions of optical drives and discs. Test results will be saved as an HTML report and the graphs can be exported to CSV which allows for detailed analysis with
spreadsheets. Opti Drive Control Description: What is new in this release: Version 1.2.0.6.13Opti Drive Control is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The program can be used to verify the performance, quality, and reliability of the burn and read functions of optical drives and discs. Test results will be saved as an HTML report and the graphs can
be exported to CSV which allows for detailed analysis with spreadsheets. Opti Drive Control Description: What's new in this release: Version 1.2.0.6.13Opti Drive Control is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The program can be used to verify the performance, quality, and
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System Requirements For Opti Drive Control:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2 GB RAM Registry: 64-bit DirectX: 9.0 Internet: Active Internet connection (recommended) Storage: 6 GB available space Additional Notes: Rage Filter: Run, Load, or Close Click here for the full version of the instructions.
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